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Many applications in economics use multi–sector versions of the growth model. In this
paper, we measure the income shares of capital and labor at the sectoral level for the U.S.
economy. We also decompose the capital shares into the income shares of land, structures,
and equipment. We ﬁnd that the capital shares diﬀer across sectors. For example, the
capital share of agriculture is more than two times that of construction and more than 50%
larger than that of the aggregate economy. Moreover, agriculture has by far the largest land
share, which mostly explains why it has the largest capital share. Our numbers can directly
be used to calibrate standard multi–sector models. Alternatively, if one wants to abstract
from diﬀerences in sector capital shares, our numbers can be used to establish that this is
not crucial for the results.
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Sz´ amos k¨ ozgazdas´ agi munka a neoklasszikus n¨ oveked´ esi modell t¨ obb szektoros v´ altozat´ at
haszn´ alja. Ebben a tanulm´ anyban a t˝ oke ´ es a munka szektor szint˝ u j¨ ovedelemr´ eszesed´ es´ et
m´ erj¨ uk az Egyes¨ ult ´ Allamokra. A t˝ oke j¨ ovedelem r´ eszesed´ et felbontjuk f¨ old, ´ ep¨ uletek ´ es g´ epek
r´ eszesed´ es´ ere. Munk´ anksor´ anazttal´ altuk, hogyat˝ oker´ eszesed´ esejelent˝ osenk¨ ul¨ onb¨ ozikszek-
torok k¨ oz¨ ott. P´ eld´ aul, a t˝ oke r´ eszesed´ ese a mez˝ ogazdas´ agban t¨ obb mint k´ etszer akkora, mint
az ´ ep´ ıt˝ oiparban ´ es 50%–kal magasabb, mint a gazdas´ ag eg´ esz´ eben. Sz´ amaink k¨ ozvetlen¨ ul fel-
haszn´ alhat´ oak a t¨ obb szektoros modellek param´ etereinek kalibr´ al´ as´ ara. Ha pedig valaki el akar
vonatkozatni a t˝ oke j¨ ovedelemr´ eszesed´ es´ enek szektorok k¨ oz¨ otti k¨ ul¨ onbs´ eg´ et˝ ol, akkor sz´ amaink
felhaszn´ alhat´ ok annak meg´ allap´ ıt´ as´ ara, hogy ez l´ enyeges-e vagy sem.
T´ argyszavak: input–output t´ abl´ ak; teljes r´ aford´ ıt´ as m´ atrix; t´ enyez˝ o r´ eszesed´ es
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31 Introduction
Many questions in economics require the disaggregation into at least two sectors. For exam-
ple, trade theorists distinguish between tradables and nontradables, growth theorists between
consumption and investment, and development economists between agriculture and nonagri-
culture. This raises the question what production functions one should use at the sectoral level.
Our purpose in this paper is to measure the factor income shares at the sectoral level for the
U.S. economy.
Weconsiderthemodelsectorsagriculture,manufacturedconsumption,services, equipment,
and construction.1 The advantage of considering these ﬁve sector is that we can aggregate
them to the diﬀerent multi–sector models typically employed in the literature: tradables ver-
sus nontradables (tradables comprise agriculture, manufactured consumption, and equipment
and nontradables comprise services and construction); consumption and investment (consump-
tion comprises agriculture, manufactured consumption, and services and investment comprises
equipment and construction); agriculture and nonagriculture (nonagriculture comprises manu-
factured consumption, services, equipment and construction); agriculture, services, and manu-
facturing (manufacturing comprises manufactured consumption, construction, and equipment).
Constructing the model sectors from the data is more challenging than it may seem at ﬁrst
sight. The reason is that sectors in multi–sector models typically use only capital and labor
to produce ﬁnal output. In contrast, industries in the data use intermediate inputs, capital, and
labor to produce intermediate inputs for other industries and ﬁnal output. Moreover, industries
in the data may produce more than one commodity and diﬀerent industries may produce the
same commodity. Establishing a mapping between industries in the data and sectors in the
model therefore requires additional information about ﬁnal output, value added, intermediate
goods, intersectoral linkages through intermediate goods, and factor incomes at the industry
level. The benchmark input–output (IO) tables published by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) oﬀer most of this information. When necessary, we use additional data from the BEA,
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), and the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA).
1The methodology we will develop in this paper works equally well for any other sector choice.
1We start by measuring the capital and labor shares in industry value added. The capital and
labor shares of the model sectors are then the aggregates of the shares in the industry outputs
that belong to this sector, both as intermediate inputs and as value added. We show how to
carry out this aggregation with the help of the Industry–by–Commodity Total Requirements
Matrix published by the BEA.2 We ﬁnd that the capital shares diﬀer across sectors. The largest
capital share is in agriculture, followed by manufactured consumption, services, equipment,
and construction. Moreover, the capital share of agriculture is more than two times that of
construction and more than 50% larger than that of the aggregate economy.
We also aggregate our ﬁve sectors to measure the capital shares of the common two–sector
splits. We ﬁnd that the capital share is larger in agriculture than in nonagriculture, larger in
consumption than in investment, and larger in tradables than nontradables. Our ﬁnding about
thecapitalsharesofconsumptionandinvestmentconﬁrmswhatCharietal.(1996)andHuﬀman
and Wynne (1999) found. Our ﬁnding about the capital shares in tradables and nontradables
conﬁrms the claim Obstfeld and Rogoﬀ (1996) made in chapter 4 and it contradicts the claim of
Stockman and Tesar (1995). If we value U.S. exports and imports both at the port of respective
exit, we also ﬁnd that exports have a larger capital share than imports.
We go beyond measuring the capital and labor income shares at the sectoral level and ask
why agriculture has the largest capital share. The likely reason is that it has the largest land
share. Since we are not aware of hard estimates of the land shares for our ﬁve model sectors, we
provide such estimates by decomposing the sector capital shares into the factor shares of land,
structures, and equipment. To achieve this, we combine data from the BEA, the BLS, and the
USDA with information from Davis and Heathcote (2004) about the market value of residential
land, the replacement cost of residential structures, and the price indices for residential land
and residential structures. We ﬁnd that, indeed, the land share in agriculture is larger than in
other sectors. Furthermore, if we take the land share out, then the remaining capital share in
agriculture is close to the economy–wide average.
2Total requirements matrices show the relationship between ﬁnal uses and gross output. The Industry–by–
Commodity Total Requirements Matrix shows the production values required by the diﬀerent industries to deliver
a unit of each commodity to ﬁnal users.
2It is common practice to use the economy–wide capital share as an approximation for the
sector shares. Our ﬁndings show that the sector factor shares are diﬀerent from the aggregate
capital share. This suggests that users of multi–sector models who abstract from the diﬀerences
in sector capital shares should make sure that this does not drive their results.
Our work is closely related to that of Bernanke and G¨ urkaynak (2001) and Gollin (2002),
who found that across countries the aggregate capital shares average about one third and are
uncorrelated with income. To split proprietors’ income, we use a similar methodology as they
did. It is reassuring that we ﬁnd the same aggregate capital share for the U.S. as they did.
Our work is also related that of Bentolila and Saint-Paul (2003), Young (2006), and Zuleta and
Young (2007), who studied the evolution of the labor share at the industry level. Speciﬁcally
Bentolilaand Saint-Paul(2003)lookedat thelaborshares in thevalueadded ofthe13 industries
in the business sectors in 12 OECD countries during 1972–93 and Young (2006) and Zuleta and
Young (2007) looked at the labor shares of 35 industries’ value added in the U.S. during 1958–
96. In other words, these studies focussed on the factor shares in industry value added and so
they had nothing to say about the factor shares at the sectoral level on which we focus here.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we explain the mapping between multi–
sector models and the data. In Sections 3 and 4, we measure the capital shares in industry value
added and in the ﬁnal output of the model sectors. In Section 5, we split the capital shares into
the shares of land, structures, and equipment. Section 6 discusses the robustness of our ﬁndings
and oﬀers three extensions. Section 7 concludes.
2 The Mapping Between Multi–Sector Models and the Data
Applied economists often assume that the sectoral production functions are similar to the ag-
gregate production functions. Perhaps the most common assumption is that sector j’s output is







3Here yj denotes the dollar expenditures on the output of sector j and pj denotes its price, so
yj/pj is the real output of sector j. Moreover, Aj denotes total factor productivity in sector j, kj
capital, hj labor, and θj the capital share.
This paper is about the values of θj where j ∈ {A, M,S,E,C} and the ﬁve letters stand
for agriculture, manufactured consumption, services, equipment, and construction. As most
standard aggregate production functions, the sectoral production function (1) does not have
intermediate inputs. For aggregate production functions, the justiﬁcation is obvious because
ultimately intermediate inputs are produced from the primary production factors capital and la-
bor.3 For sectoral production functions, the justiﬁcation is more involved because intermediate
goods used in a sector are typically produced in other sectors, which themselves use intermedi-
ate goods produced in yet other sectors. In other words, as illustrated by the ﬁgure in Appendix
A.1, the use of intermediate goods leads to a whole chain of intersectoral linkages that we have
to take into account. Writing a sectoral production function of the form (1) implicitly assumes
that capital and labor are reallocated among the sectors in such a way that each sector itself
produces the intermediate inputs it uses directly or indirectly. The capital shares θj then reﬂect
the capital inputs in the production of sector j’s value added and in all intermediate inputs used
directly or indirectly by sector j.
The previous discussion implies that measuring sector factor shares requires information
about value added and about intermediate inputs used directly or indirectly. The benchmark IO
tables published by the BEA oﬀer this information at the three or four–digit industry level. In
order to employ them, we need to establish a mapping between the industries of the IO tables
and the ﬁve model sectors. This is challenging not only because of the interindustry linkages,
but also because industries often produce more than one good, diﬀerent industries produce the
same good, and most industries produce both ﬁnal and intermediate goods.4 The ﬁgure in
Appendix A.1 illustrates this in a stylized way.
One might think that we could also bring to bear other data sources such as the national
income and product accounts (NIPA). Unfortunately these data sources do not tell us where
3Most applications abstract from imported intermediate inputs.
4Total industry output equals the ﬁnal output and the intermediate goods produced in the industry.
4intermediate inputs are produced and where they are used. Without this information, we cannot
take into account the interindustry linkages that the use of intermediate inputs implies.
The key concepts for mapping industries of the IO tables into the sectors of our model are
the Use and the Make Matrix as described by the United Nations Statistics Division’s System
of National Accounts 1993.5 To explain their roles, we use the language and the notation of
the BEA to the extent possible. Let there be z commodities and n industries. Let B denote the
(z×n)UseMatrix.6 Rowsareassociatedwithcommoditiesandcolumnswithindustries: entryij
shows the dollar amount of commodity i that industries j uses per dollar of output it produces.
Let W denote the (n × z) Make Matrix. Rows are associated with industries and columns
with commodities: entry ij shows for industry i which share of one dollar of commodity j it
produces. Let q denote the (z × 1) commodity output vector. Each element records the sum of
the dollar amounts of a given commodity that are delivered to ﬁnal uses and to other industries
as intermediate inputs. Let g denote the (n × 1) industry output vector. Element i records the
dollar amount of output of industry i. Lastly, let e denote the (z×1) vector of dollar expenditure
for ﬁnal uses. Element i records the ﬁnal uses of commodity i.
Two identities link these matrices and vectors:
q = Bg + e, (2)
g = Wq. (3)
The ﬁrst identity says that the dollar output of each commodity equals the sum of the interme-
diate goods used by the diﬀerent industries plus the ﬁnal uses of that commodity. The second
identity says the dollar output of each industry equals the sum of that industry’s contribution to
the outputs of the diﬀerent commodities. To eliminate q from these identities, we substitute (3)
into (2) to obtain q = BWq + e. We then solve this expression for q and substitute the result
back into (3). This gives:
g = W(I − BW)
−1e. (4)
5For further explanationsee ten Raa (2005)and Bureau of Economic Analysis (2006). For a critical discussion
of the methodology used see Krueger (1999).
6Matrices and vectors are in boldface throughout the paper.
5W(I − BW)−1 is called the Industry–by–Commodity Total Requirements Matrix. Rows are
associated with industries and columns with commodities. Entry ij shows the dollar value of
industry i’s production that is required, both directly and indirectly, to deliver one dollar of
commodity j to ﬁnal use. The BEA publishes this matrix ready for us to use.
We now turn to the ﬁve model sectors. Let the vectors yj record the ﬁnal dollar expenditures
on the commoditiesthat belong to sector j ∈ {A, M,S,E,C}. We will explain in section 4 below
how we obtain these vectors. For now, let us assume that we have them already. The dollar
value of sector j’s output is then given by yj = 1′yj and the dollar value of GDP is given by
y = 1′e where 1
′ is a row vector of ones.
We are now ready to establish the relationship between the sector capital shares θj we are
after and the industry capital and labor incomes that we can measure using the IO table. We
begin by noting that the vector W(I − BW)−1yj tells us how much of each industry’s output is
required to produce the ﬁnal expenditure vector yj. Let αki and αhi denote the capital and labor
income generated per unit of industry i’s output gi. In order to obtain all payments to capital
that result from the production of the expenditure vector yj, we need to multiply the payments
to capital per unit of industry output with the required industry outputs, sum up and divide the








Recall that the BEA oﬀers the matrix W(I − BW)−1. So, we only need to measure the capital
and labor incomes αk and αh per unit of industry outputs and we need to construct the ﬁnal
expenditure vectors yj for the model sectors. We do this in sections 3 and 4 below.
We should mention that expression (5) works for any ﬁnal expenditure vector, not just for
yj with j ∈ {A, M,S,E,C}. For example, to obtain the capital share in GDP, we just use the








63 Income Shares of Capital in Industry Value Added in the
Data
In this section, we measure the components of the vectors αk and αh. This involves mea-
suring the capital and labor incomes in industry value added and dividing them by industry
output. We employ the most recent benchmark IO tables, which are from 1997 and contain
four–digit industry data. The IO tables break down industry value added into indirect business
tax and nontax liabilities, compensation of employees, and gross operating surplus (or other
value added). Note that the category indirect business tax and nontax liabilities contains subsi-
dies. Note too that gross operating surplus is calculated as the residual after indirect taxes and
nontax liabilitieshave been paid and labor has been compensated, so by construction it contains
depreciation.
Under perfect competition, the share parameters of the sectoral production functions (1)
equal the income shares of capital and labor in output net of indirect taxes and nontax liabil-
ities.7 We therefore subtract indirect taxes and nontax liabilities from industry value added
and measure the payments to labor and capital in the resulting net value added. The entire
compensation of employees unambiguously is labor income and gross operating surplus mi-
nus proprietors’ income unambiguously is capital income. In contrast, proprietors’ income (or
other gross operating surplus – noncorporate) has a capital and a labor component. For exam-
ple, if a restaurant owner manages his restaurant, then he is a proprietor who receives income
from both the capital he owns (kitchen equipment, bar, furniture, etc.) and the labor he puts in.
This presents us with two questions: Which part of each industry’s gross operating surplus is
proprietors’ income? Which part of each industry’s proprietors’ income is capital income?
Since the IO tables do not report proprietors’s income, we turn to the GDP–By–Industry Ta-
bles of the BEA. These tables report proprietors’ income at the two–digit level of the Standard
Industrial Classiﬁcation (henceforth SIC) for 1997 broken down into the following four cate-
7This is not the case when wages are determined through collective wage bargaining as in many European
countries; see Bentolila and Saint-Paul (2003) for further discussion. Since our focus here is the U.S. where
unions are relatively weak, we use the benchmark perfect competition.
7gories: Proprietors’ Income without Inventory Valuation Adjustment and Capital Consumption
Adjustment; Rental Income of Persons without Capital Consumption Adjustment; Proprietors’
Income Inventory Valuation Adjustment; Capital ConsumptionAllowance, Noncorporate Busi-
ness, and Consumption of Fixed Capital, Housing and Nonproﬁt Institutions Serving House-
holds. The ﬁrst two categories have both capital and labor income components, whereas the
last two categories belong entirely to capital income. With some abuse of the language, we call
the sum of the ﬁrst two components proprietors’ income from now on.
Before wecan calculatetheshare ofproprietors’incomein grossoperating surplus, weneed
to address that the GDP–by–Industry Table report owner–occupied housing as part of the real
estate industry whereas the IO tables report owner–occupied housing separately. Thus, we have
to split rental income into the part coming from owner–occupied housing and the part coming
from the real estate industry. We calculate the rental income of owner-occupied housing as a
fraction of total rental income using data for 1997 from Table 7.9., Rental Income of Persons
by Legal Form of Organization and by Type of Income of the BEA. The rental income for
owner–occupied housing then follows as the product of this ratio and the total rental income
in the GDP–by–Industry Table. The rental income for the real estate industry without owner–
occupied housing follows as the residual.
Since the value added data in the IO tables is at the four–digit level using the NAICS in-
dustry classiﬁcation whereas in the GDP–by–Industry Table is two–digit level using the SIC
industry classiﬁcation, we need to map these two tables into each other. We do this in the natu-
ral way by assigning to each four–digit industry of the IO tables the proprietors’ income share
for 1997 of the corresponding two–digit industry in the GDP–by–Industry Table. In doing so,
we follow the guide of the U.S. Census Bureau about mapping SIC industry codes into NAICS
codes.
To answer which part of each industry’s proprietors’ income is capital income, we adopt
Gollin’s (2002) economy–wide assumption at the industry level. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst calculate
the share of capital income in the industry’s value added minus proprietors’ income. We then






















Recall from the previous section that αki and αhi are the capital and labor income per unit of
industry i’s output gi. The new symbols are gosi and comi, which stand for gross operating
surplus and the compensation of employees of industry i. Moreover, proj(i) denotes the propri-
etors’ income in the two–digit industry j(i) that corresponds to the four–digit industry i.
Many authors use the capital shares in industry value added as proxies for the capital shares
in ﬁnal uses of industry output. In this paragraph, we digress slightly and evaluate how good
this approximation is. The capital share in industry value added just equals αkigi/(comi + gosi)
with αki given in (6). The capital share in ﬁnal uses of industry output follows from formula
(5) with the vector yj replaced by the vector of ﬁnal uses produced by industry i. Figure 1 plots
the result where quantities are in producer prices. The key ﬁnding is that industries with capital
shares in value added close to the economy–wide capital shares of 0.33 have capital shares
in ﬁnal uses close to 0.33. In contrast, industries with capital shares in value added below
(above) the economy–wide capital share tend to have higher (lower) capital shares in ﬁnal uses
of industry output than in value added. The fact that there is a systematic diﬀerence between
the two capital shares implies that taking the former as an approximation for the latter leads to
systematic errors. This suggest that our exercise has some merit.9
8In Section 6.1 below, we will establish that our ﬁndings would not change much if we used instead the BLS
estimates for the capital and labor shares of proprietors’income. Since these estimates are not publically available
though, we do not to use them in the main part of the paper.
9A possible explanation for the systematic diﬀerence is that most industries use a broad set of intermediate
inputs that together have an average capital share close to the economy–wide capital share.
9Figure 1



















































































































































































4 Income Shares of Capital at the Sectoral Level
In this section, we construct the ﬁnal expenditure vectors yj of our ﬁve model sectors. Recall
that the entry i of vector yj reports the expenditures on ﬁnal uses of commodity i that belong to
sector j with j ∈ {A, M,S,E,C}. Sector output j’s output follows by summing the components
of yj: yj = 1′yj.
We ﬁrst construct the four sectors nontradable consumption (services), nontradable invest-
ment (construction), tradable consumption (agriculture plus manufactured consumption), and
tradable investment (equipment). We then split tradable consumption into agriculture and man-
ufactured consumption. In order to construct the four sectors, we need to identify in the data
whether a delivery of a commodity to ﬁnal uses is for consumption or investment purposes and
whether that commodity is tradable or nontradable.
10We start with consumption and investment. The consumption vector contains all ﬁnal uses
of each commodity for consumption purposes and the investment vector contains all ﬁnal uses
of each commodity for ﬁxed investment (personal and government) and changes in private in-
ventories. The sum of the components of each of these two vectors add up to the total consump-
tion and investment expenditures. We emphasize that most industries deliver to ﬁnal uses for
both consumption and investment purposes, as the ﬁgure in Appendix A.1 illustrates. For ex-
ample, cars sold to ﬁrms are counted as investment whereas cars sold to consumers are counted
as consumption. Consequently, there is no sense in which entire industries are consumption
or investment industries and so the consumption and investment sectors will not correspond to
mutually exclusive sets of industries.
The BEA does not split net exports between consumption and investment. We assume that
the consumption and investment shares in the net exports of a commodity equal the consump-
tion and investment shares in the not exported output of the commodity. This splits GDP into
consumption and investment.
We continue by splitting GDP into nontradables and tradables.10 We assume that nontrad-
able investmentequals the deliveries to investmentof all commodities classiﬁed as construction
(two–digitcode23)andtradableinvestmentequalsthedeliveriestoinvestmentofallothercom-
modities. We assume that nontradable consumption equals government consumption and the
deliveries to consumption of utilities (two–digit code 22) and services (three–digit codes larger
or equal to 420). We assume that all other deliveries to consumption are tradable. The tradable
sector constructed in this way produces 81% of all commodities that the U.S. actually exports
and 99% of the commodities that the U.S. actually imports. The discrepancy comes from the
fact that the U.S. also exports services, which for lack of better information we have classiﬁed
as nontradable here.
Lastly, we split tradable consumption into agriculture and manufactured consumption. We
assume that agriculture is tradable consumption expenditures on commodities with a two–digit
10To avoid confusion, note that exports and imports refer to the goods the U.S. actually trades with the rest of
the world whereas tradables refer to the goods the U.S. can in principle trade with the rest of the world.
11code 11. Manufactured consumption is the remaining expenditures on tradable consumption.11
This completes the construction of the ﬁve ﬁnal expenditure vectors yj, j ∈ {a,m, s,e,
c}, so we now have all components of the right–hand side of expression (5). Before we can
calculate sector capital shares, we need to decide whether they should be in producer prices
or in purchaser prices. A quantity in purchaser prices equals the quantity in producer prices
plus the distribution costs for this quantity. This holds for all commodities except distribution
services. Distribution services include transportation costs (i.e. rail, truck, water, air, pipe and
gas pipe transportation) and trade margins (i.e. wholesale and retail trade). The BEA reports
all of these categories for each ﬁnal use vector and for each commodity. The Use Matrix in
purchaser prices treats distribution costs as intermediate inputs. In contrast, the Use Matrix in
producer prices treats distribution costs as ﬁnal expenditures on distribution services that are
reported as part of the ﬁnal output of the transport industries and the trade industries. In this
section we report sector capital shares in producer prices. In subsection 6.3, we will report
capital shares in purchaser prices.
Table 1 reports our ﬁndings on capital income shares in producer prices. The largest cap-
ital share is in agriculture, followed by manufactured consumption, services and equipment
investment, and construction. Moreover the diﬀerences between these sector capital shares are
sizeable: the capital share in agriculture is more than two and a half times that of construction
and more than 50% larger than that of the aggregate economy. Table 1 also reports the capi-
tal shares when we aggregate the sectors to the three most common multi–sector splits. First,
agriculture is more capital intensivethan non–agriculture. Second, consumption is more capital
intensive than investment. This conﬁrms the ﬁndings of Chari et al. (1996) and Huﬀman and
Wynne (1999). Huﬀman and Wynne (1999) took the short cut of categorizing entire industries
as either consumption or investment. Chari et al. (1996) followed similar steps as we do to
construct the consumption and investment sectors.12 Third, tradables are more capital intensive
than nontradables, which conﬁrms the claim of chapter 4 of Obstfeld and Rogoﬀ (1996) and
11Notethattheagriculturalindustriesalso producesometradableinvestment,typicallyin theformofinventories
of agricultural goods.
12This is explained in an unpublished appendix, which brought to our knowledge after we had submitted the
ﬁrst version of our paper.
12Table 1
Capital income shares at the sectoral level (in producer prices)
Agriculture (A) 0.54
Manufactured consumption (M) 0.40
Services (S) 0.34
Equipment investment (E) 0.34











13contradicts the claim of Stockman and Tesar (1995).
Two features of our ﬁndings deserve further discussion. First, the capital share in construc-
tion comes out very low, making construction by far the most labor–intensive sector. Con-
struction in the U.S. has traditionally been among the most unionized industries. According
to the Census, average hourly wages in construction are somewhat larger than in comparable
industries such as manufacturing and in transportation and warehousing.13 Our assumption of
competitivefactor markets may therefore be a bit of a stretch for the construction industry. Sec-
ond, the largest capital share is in agriculture. Given that capital comprises land (in addition to
equipment and structures), the reason may be that agriculture has a large land share. We are
going to explore this possibility now.
5 Income Shares of Land, Structures, and Equipment in the
Model Sectors
Our aim in this section is to break down the sector income shares of capital into the sector
income shares of land, structures, and equipment. To achieve this, we need to break down
the capital income αki generated per unit of each industry i’s output gi into αli, αbi, and αei.14
Applying the same logic that underlies expression (5), this gives expressions for the income






















where we used that αki = αli + αbi + αei.
13The data is at http://www.census.gov/compendia/statab/tables/07s0618.xls. We thank a referee for pointing
this out to us.
14Note that we use the subscript b (as in buildings) for structures because the subscript s is already taken for
services.
14The BEA does not report αli, αbi, and αei. We therefore turn to the Capital Income (CI)
table of the BLS, which reports the incomes of land, structures, equipment, and inventories for
all business industries at the three–digit level. We group inventories together with equipment
and call the resulting category equipment. To decompose αki at the four–digit industry level,
we assume that the composition of capital income in the four–digit industry i in the IO tables is













This general procedure works for all but seven industries. The ﬁrst special case is the
farm sector with its two industries animal production and crop production. The BLS attributes
the income from rented farm land to the farm sector whereas the IO tables attribute it to the
real estate sector, (from which the farm sector is assumed to rent the land). We therefore
need to change the CI table and take the income from rented farm land out of the farm sector.
The second special case is owner–occupied housing, which the BEA has as part of the service
sector.16 Since the BLS restricts its attention to the business sector, it does not cover income
from owner–occupied housing. We therefore need to impute the capital incomes in owner–
occupied housing. The third special case is real estate. The ﬁrst adjustment here is that we need
to include the income from rented farm land. The second adjustment is that we need to split
what the BLS calls ”rental residential capital” into land, structures, and equipment. The last
special case is the government sector with its three industries Government Enterprises, State
and Local Government Enterprises, and General Government Industry. Again the BLS does
not cover these industries because they are not part of the business sector.
We start with the ﬁrst special case which requires us to take the income from rented farm
15http://www.bls.gov/mfp/home.htm oﬀers details about the data and how they are constructed.
ftp://ftp.bls.gov/pub/special.requests/opt/mp/prod3.capital.zipoﬀers the database itself.
16Note that the BEA uses the term owner–occupied dwellings instead of owner–occupied housing.
15land in the CI table out of the farm sector. To do so, we impute the income from the farm
sector’s owned land. The 1997 Census of Agriculture of USDA reports that the ratio of owned
land in farms to rented or leased land in farms equals 1.46. In Table 7.3.5, Farm Sector Output,
Gross Value Added, and Net Value Added, the BEA reports the income from rented land as rent
paid to nonoperator landlords. Assuming that the rents on owned and rented farm land are the
same, we have:17
imputed rent paid to operator landlords
= rent paid to nonoperator landlords
owned farm land
rented or leased farm land
.
Dividing the imputed rent paid to operator landlords by farm output, we obtain an estimate αl,fa
for the land income in the farm sector. This estimate implies a land share in gross output of
the farm sector equal to 0.14, which is close to what Mundlak (2005) reports. Since the BLS
reports the other two factor shares αe,fa and αb,fa, we have all components of the capital share
in farm output. As before, we assume that the composition of the capital shares in the two farm
industries is the same as in the farm sector as a whole. This gives the following expressions for













We continue with the second special case of owner–occupied housing. Since the BLS re-
stricts its attention to the business sector, we turn to Davis and Heathcote (2004), who oﬀer
estimates of land, structures, and prices for nonfarm housing. Nonfarm housing is comprised of
owner–occupied housingand tenant–occupied housingwhereas thehousingsectoris comprised
17The Agricultural Land Survey, which is the part of the Agricultural Census, reports the aggregate of land and
structures for ownedfarm land andfor rented farm land. We also imputedthe rents from ownedfarm land by using
these data. The results were very similar.
16of nonfarm and farm housing. Since there is little equipment in housing, we assume it away.
This implies that the capital stock in housing is comprised of land and structures only. We use
the data of Davis and Heathcote to estimate the capital shares of land and structures per unit of
nonfarm housing. We then assume that the compositionof the capital shares in owner–occupied









αe,ooh = 0. (19)
Given the assumption of a zero equipment share in housing, the income shares of total
capital and land in the output of nonfarm housing imply the income share of structures. Thus,
we only need to estimate the income share of land. To this end, we impose a no–arbitrage
condition between the net returns on land and structures in the nonfarm housing. Assuming a













where nfh stands for the nonfarm housing sector. Moreover, gnfh is the value of the output,
lnfh and bnfh are the values of land and structures, αl,nfh and αb,nfh are the income shares, δl,nfh
and δb,nfh are the depreciation rates, and pl,nfh and pb,nfh are the prices of land and structures.
Assuming constant returns in addition and maintaining that the equipment share is zero, the
income shares of land, structures, labor, and intermediate inputs in the nonfarm housing sector
add up to one:
αl,nfh + αb,nfh + αh,nfh + αz,nfh = 1. (21)
We will now explain how to measure the unknowns in (20) except for αl,nfh. We then solve for
17αl,nfh.
We estimate the output gnfh of nonfarm housing from data provided by the BEA on out-
put and value added of owner–occupied housing and tenant–occupied housing (Table 7.4.5.
Housing Sector Output, Gross Value Added, and Net Value Added). Davis and Heathcote
(2004) provide estimates of the market value of residential land, lnfh, and the replacement cost
of residential structures, bnfh. They also provide estimates of the price indices. We calculate
the average values from their data between 1990 and 2000, which gives gnfh/lnfh = 0.147,
gnfh/bnfh = 0.097, ∆pl,nfh/pl,nfh = 0.034, and ∆pb,nfh/pb,nfh = 0.031. We obtain the depreci-
ation rate of housing structures from the Investment and Net Fixed Asset Data on Residential
Structures at Constant Prices by taking the 1990–2000 average of δb,nfh = (ib,nfh − ∆bnfh)/bnfh,
which gives δb,nfh = 0.016. Land does not depreciate, so we set δl,nfh = 0. The BEA pub-
lishes the intermediate inputs to output ratio in nonfarm housing. The average for 1990–2000
is αz,nfh = 0.185. Similarly the average for 1990–2000 of the labor income to output ra-
tio is αh,nfh = 0.014. These are all the unknowns in (20) except for αl,nfh. Solving we ﬁnd
αl,nfh = 0.24. Note that (20) and these numbers imply a 7% nominal net rate of return. Given
that average consumer price inﬂation from 1990–2000 was 2.4%, the implied real rate of return
is 4.6%, which close to standard values.
We now turn to the third special case, notably the real estate industry. The CI table of the
BLS splits the income attributed to the real estate industry into land, structures, equipment,
inventories, and rental residential capital. Rental residential capital is a bundle of structures
and land corresponding to tenant–occupied housing. As before, we group inventories together
with equipment. We split rental residential capital into structures and land using the shares
we calculated above for nonfarm housing. Thus, we have the incomes of land, structures, and
equipment per unit of output in real estate in the CI table. We apply these income shares to
the data in the IO tables by assuming that the composition of the capital income in real estate
excluding rents paid to nonoperator landlords in the IO tables is the same as the capital income
in real estate including rental residential capital in the CI table. The shares for farm land are the
ones we measured in the ﬁrst special case above.
18Table 2
Income shares of land, structures, and equipment at the sectoral level (in producer
prices)
Capital Land Structures Equipment
Agriculture (A) 0.54 0.18 0.14 0.22
Manufactured consumption (M) 0.40 0.04 0.11 0.25
Services (S) 0.34 0.06 0.15 0.13
Equipment investment (E) 0.34 0.03 0.09 0.22
Construction investment (C) 0.21 0.03 0.06 0.12
Agriculture (A) 0.54 0.18 0.14 0.22
Manufacturing (M+E+C) 0.33 0.03 0.09 0.21
Services (S) 0.34 0.06 0.15 0.13
Consumption (A+M+S) 0.35 0.06 0.15 0.14
Investment (E+C) 0.28 0.03 0.07 0.18
Tradables (A+M+E) 0.37 0.04 0.10 0.23
Nontradables (S+C) 0.32 0.05 0.14 0.13
Agriculture (A) 0.54 0.18 0.14 0.22
Nonagriculture (M+S+E+C) 0.33 0.05 0.13 0.15
GDP (A+M+S+E+C) 0.33 0.05 0.13 0.15
19Lastly, we turn to the fourth special case, notably the government sector with its industries
federal Government Enterprises, State and Local Government Enterprises, and General Gov-
ernment Industries. The BLS data do not cover these industries because they are not part of the
business sector. We proceed by ﬁrst splitting the capital income into the incomes of equipment
and structures/land. We use data on the net ﬁxed assets of the government available from the
BEA in Table 11B of the Fixed Assets Series. For Federal Government Enterprises and State
and Local Government Enterprises, we set the share of equipment in capital income equal to
the 1997 ratio of equipment to total ﬁxed assets of all Government Enterprises. For the General
Government Industry, we set the share of equipment in capital income equal to the 1997 ratio
of equipment to total nonresidential ﬁxed assets of the government excluding ﬁxed assets of
Government Enterprises. Next we split the remaining capital income between structures and
land. Since the three government industries essentially produce services, we assume that the
income shares of structures and land equal those in the private service sector.
Table 2 reports our ﬁndings on the three capital incomes shares for the ﬁve sectors, for
more aggregate sectors splits, and for the whole economy. Again the calculations are based on
producer prices. Note that the sums of the shares of land, structures, and equipment in table 2
equal the capital shares in table 1. As expected, we ﬁnd that agriculture has by far the largest
land share and that without land the capital share in agriculture is fairly close to the aggregate




So far, wehaveassumedthatthecapitalandlaborsharesinproprietors’incomeequal thecapital
and labor shares in the industry’s value added without proprietors’ income. In this subsection,
we use three–digitindustryleveldata from the BLS on the capital incomeand thecompensation
of all persons to split proprietors’ income in a diﬀerent way.
20Table 3
Capital income shares at the sectoral level with diﬀerent ways of splitting proprietors’
income between capital and labor (in producer prices)
capital share in proprietors’ income
equals capital share in is imputed
industry value added without by BLS
proprietors’ income
Agriculture (A) 0.54 0.57
Manufactured consumption (M) 0.40 0.38
Services (S) 0.34 0.35
Equipment investment (E) 0.34 0.31
Construction investment (C) 0.21 0.25
Agriculture (A) 0.54 0.57
Manufacturing (M+E+C) 0.33 0.32
Services (S) 0.34 0.35
Consumption (A+M+S) 0.35 0.36
Investment (e+b) 0.28 0.28
Tradables (A+M+E) 0.37 0.35
Nontradables (S+C) 0.32 0.34
Agriculture (A) 0.54 0.57
Nonagriculture (M+S+E+C) 0.33 0.34
GDP (A+M+S+E+C) 0.33 0.34
The capital income data is publicly available from the BLS webside whereas the data on
the compensation of all persons is available from the BLS upon request. The BLS generates
these data by imputing the capital and labor parts of proprietors’ income in the diﬀerent in-
dustries; it then scales the capital and labor parts of each industry such that their sum equals
that industry’s proprietors’ income. To use the BLS numbers, we assume that the proprietors’s
income composition of each four–digit industry in the IO tables of the BEA is the same as in
the corresponding three–digit industry in the BLS data.
Table 3 reports the ﬁndings. For comparability column 2 also reports our previous results
21Table 4
Factor shares in exports and imports
Exports at port of exit in Imports at
producer purchaser port of port of
prices prices entry exit
Capital 0.37 0.39 0.39 0.38
Land 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
Structures 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.11
Equipment 0.25 0.26 0.24 0.24
from table 1. Reassuringly, both methods of splitting proprietors’ income give fairly similar
capital shares at the sectoral level.
6.2 Factor income shares of exports and imports and the Leontief para-
dox
Our methodology is suited for measuring the factor income shares of any ﬁnal commodity
vector. An important example is the commodity vectors of U.S. exports and imports. Since the
U.S. does not produce its imports, the interpretation of the capital share of its imports is that
this would be the capital share if all countries used the U.S. technology. Table 4 reports the
factor shares in U.S. exports at producer and purchaser prices and in U.S. imports at the port
of entry (U.S. port) and the port of exit (foreign port). The diﬀerence between domestic and
foreign port values comes from customs duties, freight charges, and insurance. The domestic
port value of imports is the same at producer and purchaser prices because imports have not yet
been transported to domestic purchasers.
Table 4 has two important implications. First, no matter how we measure the capital shares
ofU.S. importsand exports,theyareclosetoeach otherandclosetothecapital shareoftradable
goods, which we have found to be 0.37. This gives additional conﬁdence in the way in which
we constructed our tradable sector. Second, depending on which measure we use the capital
share of exports is either larger or smaller than the capital share of imports.
The second implication is important in light of the so called Leontief paradox. On his ﬁrst
22visit to the U.S., Leontief (1954) measured the capital intensities of U.S. imports valued at
the port of entry and U.S. exports valued in producer prices. To his surprise, he found that
the capital–labor ratio of imports was 30% higher than that of exports. Repeating his exercise
for 1951, he still found that capital–labor ratio of imports was 6% higher than that of exports.
Theseﬁndingsareatoddswiththepredictionsofstandard Heckscher–Ohlintradetheory, which
would have a capital abundant country like the U.S. export goods that are more capital intensive
than its imports. A great many studies in international trade have since tried to resolve the
paradox; see for example Leamer (1980).
We state our results in terms of factor income shares. If we assume, however, that the
marginal product of capital and labor is the same across sectors, then diﬀerences in capital
shares translate into diﬀerences in capital–labor ratios. If we follow Leontief and take exports
at producer prices and imports at the port of entry, then we ﬁnd U.S. imports to be 2 percentage
points more capital intensive than U.S. exports. In contrast, if we measure exports at purchaser
prices and imports at the port of exit (foreign port), then we ﬁnd exports to be 1 percentage
point more capital intensive than imports. In other words, whether there is a Leontief paradox
in our 1997 data depends on where one values exports and imports.18
6.3 Distribution costs as part of sector output
In this subsection, we report sector capital shares in purchaser prices. This is useful because
some data sets – such as the Penn World Tables – come in purchaser prices. The Use Matrix
in purchaser prices treats the distribution costs as intermediate inputs in the diﬀerent industries.
Consequently, the distribution services required to deliver commodities to ﬁnal uses become
part of the industries’ ﬁnal outputs.
Table 5 reports the sector capital shares in purchaser prices. Comparing tables 2 and 5, we
can see that the capital shares of agriculture and manufactured consumption drop considerably
when we include the distribution services in the sector outputs. The intuitiveexplanation is that
18We ﬁnd it more meaningful to compare imports valued at the port of exit with exports valued at purchaser
prices. The reason is that both have been delivered to their respective port of exit, so both values include domestic
distribution costs but not international distribution costs.
23Table 5
Sector income shares of land, structures, and equipment (in purchaser prices)
Capital Land Structures Equipment
Agriculture (A) 0.41 0.11 0.11 0.19
Manufactured consumption (M) 0.33 0.04 0.09 0.20
Services (S) 0.35 0.06 0.17 0.12
Equipment investment (E) 0.33 0.03 0.09 0.21
Construction investment (C) 0.21 0.03 0.05 0.13
Agriculture (A) 0.41 0.11 0.11 0.19
Manufacturing (M+E+C) 0.31 0.03 0.09 0.19
Services (S) 0.35 0.06 0.17 0.12
Consumption (A+M+S) 0.35 0.06 0.15 0.14
Investment (E+C) 0.28 0.03 0.07 0.18
Tradables (A+M+E) 0.33 0.04 0.09 0.20
Nontradables (S+C) 0.34 0.06 0.16 0.12
Agriculture (A) 0.41 0.11 0.11 0.19
Nonagriculture (M+S+E+C) 0.33 0.05 0.13 0.15
GDP (A+M+S+E+C) 0.33 0.05 0.13 0.15
distributionservices are as capital intensiveas the rest of the service sector, and thus less capital
intensive than agriculture and manufactured consumption.
6.4 Multi–sector models with intermediate inputs
Our initial production function (1) assumed that the model does not have intermediate inputs.
While this is ﬁne in many cases, some applications require us to account explicitly for each
sector’s use of intermediate inputs from other sectors. In this subsection, we oﬀer some factor










24where zij are the intermediate inputs produced in sector i and used in sector j with i, j ∈
{A, M,S,E,C}. Constant returns require that




The presence of intermediate inputs complicates measuring factor income shares at the sec-
toral level more than it may seem at ﬁrst sight. The complication arises because constructing
our ﬁve sectors requires us to split the deliveries of commodities to ﬁnal uses into their con-
sumption and investment parts. However, the consumption and investment parts of total output,
value added, and produced intermediate inputs are not deﬁned. The simple reason is that most
commodities are neither consumption nor investment goods but both; for example, cars sold to
ﬁrms are counted as investment whereas cars sold to consumers are counted as consumption.
This implies that the IO tables do not oﬀer a consistent categorization of the intermediate inputs
into consumption and investment.
Not all is lost though because the splits into tradable versus nontradable, services versus
nonservices, and agriculture versus nonagriculture each correspond to mutually exclusive sets
of commodities. We can therefore categorize all intermediate inputs into these categories and
provide factor shares with intermediate inputs for a subset of the sector splits considered above:
agriculture and nonagriculture; agriculture, manufacturing, and services; tradables versus non-
tradables. Tables 6–8 report the corresponding factor income shares and Appendix A.2 reports
the corresponding aggregate IO tables. Note that the income shares of capital and labor add up
to the share of value added in gross output, which in general diﬀers from the value of deliveries
to ﬁnal uses.
7 Conclusion
We have measured the U.S. income shares of capital and labor for the standard sectors used
in multi–sector versions of the growth model. We have also split the income shares of capital
into the shares of land, structures, and equipment. We have found that these factor income
25Table 6
Income shares of capital, labor, and intermediate inputs in the gross outputs of
agriculture, manufacturing, and services (in producer prices)
Intermediates from
Capital Labor Agricul– Manufac– Services
ture turing
Agriculture (A) 0.20 0.15 0.27 0.18 0.20
Manufacturing (M+E+C) 0.12 0.22 0.03 0.39 0.24
Services (S) 0.21 0.44 0.00 0.08 0.27
Table 7
Income shares of capital, labor, and intermediate inputs in the gross outputs of tradables
and nontradables (in producer prices)
Intermediates from
Capital Labor Tradables Nontradables
Tradables (A+M+E) 0.13 0.19 0.44 0.24
Nontradables (S+C) 0.20 0.43 0.09 0.28
Table 8
Income shares of capital, labor, and intermediate inputs in the gross outputs of
agriculture and nonagriculture (in producer prices)
Intermediates from
Capital Labor Agriculture Nonagriculture
Agriculture (A) 0.20 0.15 0.27 0.38
Nonagriculture (M+S+E+C) 0.18 0.37 0.01 0.44
26shares diﬀer across sectors. For example, the capital share of agriculture is more than two and
a half times that of construction and more than 50% larger than that of the aggregate economy.
Moreover, agriculture has by far the largest land share, which mostly explains why it has the
largest capital share.
Our numbers can directly be used to calibrate multi–sector models. Moreover, if one wants
to abstract from diﬀerences in sector capital shares, our numbers can be used to establish that
this is not crucial for the results.
An interesting question is whether the U.S. income shares at the sectoral level are represen-
tative for other countries. Gollin (2002) and Bernanke and G¨ urkaynak (2001) found that the
average aggregate capital share across countries equals the U.S. aggregate capital share. We
leave it to future research to explore whether on average this is also the case at the sectoral
level.
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Power generation and supply
Industrial machinery manufacturing
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Use matrix for agriculture, manufacturing, construction and services
(in billions of U.S. $)
Total Total
inter. com.
A M+E C S use C X GDP output
Agriculture (A) 75 153 2 13 243 38 5 43 286
Manufacturing (M+E) 50 1555 228 645 2478 858 568 1426 3904
Construction (C) 1 8 1 62 72 23 659 682 754
Services (S) 55 920 199 2550 3724 5988 207 6195 9919
Total intermediate use 181 2636 430 3270
Net taxes 6 57 6 578
Labor 43 734 295 4060
Equipment 24 335 11 771
Structures 10 146 3 874
Land 23 24 8 338
Total value added 106 1296 323 6621 8346
Total industry output 287 3932 753 9891 14863
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